
 

 

Lesson Outline for KS3 Earthquake workshop. 

Objectives: 

1.  To understand what Earthquakes are and how they affect the landscape. 

2. To explore how plates slip along fault lines and that small earthquakes are common whilst large 

earthquakes are less common. 

3. To understand the principles behind seismometers and what they measure 

4. To explore plate tectonics and what happens at plate boundaries. To investigate how friction 

affects slippage. Look at how seismic waves affect the environment. 

5. Explore resonance frequencies and how these can impact on building designs. 

 

Feature Activity Time 

Introduction- what do you know?  What 
would you like to know? 

 20 

What is an Earthquake? Powerpoint presentation  
 

Carousel of activities – demonstrator or 
teacher for each activity to maximise 
learning. Pupils split into four groups 

 
Activity 1.Brick-slip model to show how tectonic plates slide.  
Pupils attach string to brick and string to force meter and 
then string to a crank.  Pupils wind crank and measure force 
before and after the brick slides and distance it slides.  
Record results on a frequency graph. 
 
Activity 2.  Using slinkies pupils investigate P and S waves 
and how they travel. 
 
Activity 3.  Make seismometers using kits and connect to 
computer audacity program to record seismograms. 
 
Activity 4.  Using shake tables show how changing resonance 
affects different lengths of straws secured to the table with 
plasticine.  Investigate some basic building design (with 
joints between straws or leaving straw intact). Challenge 
pupils to make a 2 storey building using 8 straws, small piece 
of Blu Tack and 2 small squares of card. 
Look at liquefaction in sand 
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What have you found out? 
Any questions? 

Summarise what pupils have learnt 10 



Resources from Bristol University: Seismometer kits, Brick-slip model, slinkies and box, shake table, 
straws, plasticine. 

Resources needed from school: scissors, clamp stands and bosses, computer with audacity program 
set up on it. 

  

 


